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ABSTRACT
Introduction: The detection of preclinical changes in Left Ventricular (LV) structure in the Metabolic Syndrome
(MetS) has not been adequately studied, although MetS is strongly associated with increased cardiovascular risk.
The influence of the MetS and its individual components on LV geometry across age groups in a cohort of SA Indians
was studied. Method: Data on 902 randomly selected participants, a sub-group of the Phoenix Lifestyle project was
studied. Detailed methodology has been previously published. The MetS was defined according to the harmonised
criteria, hypertension according to the JNC criteria, diabetes according to the American Diabetes Association criteria
and echocardiography according to the European Society of Echocardiography guidelines. Results: Normal LV geometry was found in 80.8%, eccentric hypertrophy 15.9%, concentric hypertrophy 3.2%, concentric remodelling 0.5%.
Logistic regression with MetS as the only independent variable strongly predicted the presence of both concentric
(OR = 4.36 CI 1.84, 10.3 p<0.0001) and eccentric hypertrophy (OR = 3.15 CI 2.15, 4.62; p=0.001). When all MetS
component risk factors were adjusted for each other, independent predictors for the eccentric hypertrophy were the
waist circumference (p=0.002; OR= 2.95 CI 1.49, 5.84), fasting glucose (p= 0.021; OR= 1.7 CI 1.1, 2.7) and Blood
Pressure (BP) (p=0.005; OR= 1.78 CI 1.19; 2.71). Conclusion: The MetS is not associated with any additional risk for
LV remodelling beyond its individual risk factor components. The main determinants of LV remodelling appear to be
mediated by the effects of the increased waist circumference, increased blood glucose and BP.
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INTRODUCTION

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The Metabolic Syndrome (MetS) has been strongly associated with in-

Method

creased Cardiovascular (CV) risk.1 The detection of preclinical changes
in Left Ventricular (LV) structure in the MetS has not been adequately
studied.2 Whether structural or functional changes in LV function are
due to cardiovascular risk factors or to the MetS as an entity is not clear.
The ARIC study3 showed that the MetS was strongly related to LV mass
and its wall thickness, whereas the Strong Heart study4 reported that of
all the MetS components, only high blood pressure was associated with
increased LV mass and LV hypertrophy. Although there is evidence to
point to the worsening of LV hypertrophy with increasing number of
MetS risk factor components,5 there are conflicting data6-8 on the effects
of the MetS on the geometry of the left ventricle.9 Furthermore, little is
also known about the effects of the MetS on the cardiac structure and
function in certain ethnic groups. A study in the Chinese Han population10 has reported that MetS was associated with an increased risk of
concentric and eccentric LV hypertrophy. Gampaoli et al.11 surmised that
ethnicity may affect the prognostic impact of the MetS, depending on the
distribution of risk factors or the defining criteria used. In South Africa
(SA) a high prevalence of the MetS has been recently reported in SA Indians.12 In this study we determine the influence of the MetS, as well as its
individual components, on left ventricular geometry across age groups
in a cohort of SA Indians randomly selected from a community setting.
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We reviewed the data on 902 selected participants who were part of the
Phoenix Lifestyle Project (PLP), a cross-sectional, community-based
study of 1378 subjects, randomly selected from the Phoenix community.
The Kish method was used for selection of participants. The detailed
methodology has been previously published.13 Anthropometric measurements, blood pressure and blood sample collection for biochemistry were undertaken in all subjects. Briefly, after an overnight fast blood
samples were taken for plasma glucose, total cholesterol, High-density
Lipoprotein (HDL) and triglycerides. Low-density Lipoprotein (LDL)
was estimated using the Friedewald equation. After blood sampling all
participants underwent electrocardiography, anthropometry and twodimensional (2D) guided echoDoppler studies.

Diagnostic Criteria
The MetS was defined according to the harmonised criteria proposed
by the International Diabetes Federation in 2009,14 which incorporates
ethnic-specific cut-points for waist circumference. Participants who presented with a minimum of three of the following five risk factors were
diagnosed as having the MetS: increased waist circumference (men: ≥
90cm; women: ≥ 80cm), raised triglyceride levels (>1.7mmol/L), reduced HDL cholesterol (men: <1.03mmol/L; women: <1.29mmol/L);
raised blood pressure (≥130 / ≥85mmHg) and raised fasting plasma glucose (≥6.1mmol/L).
Hypertension was diagnosed in individuals who self-reported previously
diagnosed hypertension and/or with average of the three blood pressure
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readings ≥140/≥90 mmHg15 (Joint National Committee VII (JNC VII)
criteria) and/or those on current antihypertensive therapy. Diabetes was
diagnosed according to the American Diabetes Association criteria16 if
FPG ≥7.0mmol/l or two-hour plasma glucose level during OGTT was >
11.0 mmol/l or if the patient was on treatment for diabetes.

Echocardiographic Measurements
Echocardiographic measurements were performed according to the European Society of Echocardiography guidelines to ensure standardization.17 Participants who had complete echocardiographic datasets were
studied. Each subject underwent transthoracic, 2D- guided m-mode and
Doppler echocardiogram with subjects lying in the left lateral decubitus
position using a Siemens CV70 imaging system (Siemens, New York).
Ejection Fraction (EF) was measured using the Simpson’s method.18 Left
Ventricular Mass (LVM) was estimated by using by the m-mode derived cubed method indexed to height2.7 as proposed by Devereaux et
al.19 Left ventricular hypertrophy was diagnosed when LV Mass Index
(LVMI) was >44 g/m2.7 in women, >48 g/m2.7 in men. Based on Relative
Wall Thickness (RWT), LV hypertrophy was described as concentric
(RWT ≥0.42) or eccentric (RWT < 0.42); concentric remodelling was
diagnosed when the LV mass was normal (<134 g/m2 in men; <110 g/
m2 in women) and the RWT ≥ 0.42.20 Transmitral inflow velocities were
obtained using Pulsed-Wave (PW) Doppler in the apical 4-chamber
view with the sample volume placed between the tips of the mitral valve
leaflets.21 The transmitral early diastolic (Em) and atrial (Am) velocities
were measured and were used to calculate the transmitral E/A ratio. Isovolumic Relaxation Time (IVRT) was measured from the cessation of LV
outflow to the onset of LV inflow.
Tissue Doppler Imaging (TDI) was used to obtain Left Ventricular (LV)
myocardial velocities in the apical chamber views with a 2 mm sample
volume placed at the septal and lateral mitral annulus to record the early
(Ea) and late (Aa) diastolic as well as the Systolic (Sa) myocardial velocities as proposed by Dumesnil et al. 2002.22 All echocardiographic measurements were averaged over three consecutive cardiac cycles, measured
by a single investigator (DRP) blinded to all other variables. Measurement of intra-observer variability was calculated from samples recorded
on the same subject at different intervals. The Coefficient of Variation
(CV) for the LA, LVM, EDD, ESD and EF measurements was 4%, 5%,
4%, 4% and 2% respectively. The cv for the transmitral Em, Am and Doppler Ea were 4%, 7% and 5% respectively. All measurements were stored
on computer and printed as hard copies. The images were reviewed offline by two experienced observers (DPN and DRP) for analysis.

Ethical Considerations
Ethical approval was granted by the University of KwaZulu-Natal Bioethics committee (Ethics reference: E336/05) and conformed to the
principles in the Declaration of Helsinki. Informed consent was acquired
from each participant before the collection of this data and all were informed of the results of the examinations undertaken. Subjects in whom
risk factors were identified were referred to a health facility for further
evaluation and management.

Statistical Analysis
Data were analysed using SPSS software package version 24 (SPSS, Chicago, IL). All data are expressed as mean +/- SD. LV mass was indexed
for height2.7. For continuous variables, differences between two groups
were assessed by independent sample t-test to compare clinical, morphometric, biochemical and echocardiographic parameters in subjects with
vs those without MetS. The MetS components were correlated with the
LVMI and RWT parameters which were used to classsify LV geometric
patterns.
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Stepwise backward regression models were constructed in order to
determine the independent influence of the MetS, as well as that of its
individual risk factor components, on LV geometry. Adjusted OR and
95% Confidence Intervals (CIs) for predicting the likelihood of eccentric and concentric hypertrophy were calculated. Values for p<0.05 were
considered statistically significant. C-statistics were computed by deriving the probability for LV geometry from binary logistic regression, for
the construction of a receiver operator curve. The AUC for each model
was compared using the MedCalc 2018, MedCalc Software) software
programme.

RESULTS
The clinical and echocardiographic data of all participants stratified by
gender and age deciles are shown in Table 1. Women had significantly
higher BMI (28.5±6.5 vs 24.2±5.4) and waist circumference (94.4±15.4
vs 88.0±14.6) than men (p<0.001). All anthropometric and biochemical
parameters increased with age (p-trend <0.001). Men had higher levels
for all echocardiographic parameters except wall thickness when compared to women (Table 1). There was significant increasing trend across
the age groups for LAVI, septal thickness, posterior wall, RWT, LV mass,
LVMI as well as transmitral and tissue Doppler indices (p-trend <0.05).
Both the LV mass and the LVMI increased with advancing age, with an
attenuation of diastolic indices and tissue Doppler indices. Left ventricular geometry was normal in over 90% of participants in the first and
second deciles, with a significant decrease in normalcy with increasing
age (P=0.001). There was a decrease in the LAVI between the 1st and 2nd
deciles (p<0.001).
Left ventricular geometry was normal in 80.8% of the participants.
Left ventricular hypertrophy was detected in remaining 19.2 % of participants, with the prevalence increasing from 2.7% in the first decile to
29.5% in the oldest decile. The pattern of hypertrophy was eccentric in
15.9% and concentric hypertrophy in 3.2% of the sample. Concentric
remodelling was found in 0.5% of participants. Doppler Em and Ea parameters decreased with advancing age, as did the transmitral and tissue
Doppler indices (p<0.05).
The clinical and metabolic characteristics of participants with and without MetS are shown in Table 2. There was a sharp increase in the prevalence of the MetS from 6.2% in the 15-24-year-old group to 27.2% in
the 25-34-year age group which increased more gradually thereafter to a
peak of 64.2% in the 55-64 age group (p<0.001). As defined by the MetS
criteria, significant differences (p<0.05) existed for all clinical parameters with the exception of total cholesterol and LDL between participants
with and without the MetS. Participants with the MetS had mean BMI
levels approaching 30 kg/m2 and fasting plasma glucose levels in the diabetic range. Of note, in this cohort participants without the MetS also
exhibited elevated BMI (25.1±6.4 kg/m2) and waist circumference levels
(86.7±16.1 cm) but did not satisfy the diagnosis of the MetS according to
the harmonised criteria.
When compared to subjects without the MetS, participants with the
MetS had significantly higher septal (8±2mm versus 7±2mm) and posterior wall thickness (7±2mm versus 6±2mm), as well as higher RWT
(0.3±0.09 versus 0.26±0.07). This difference existed in men and women
and across all age groups (Table 2). The LV mass and LVMI were also
significantly higher. Abnormal left ventricular geometry was more
prevalent (13.7% versus 6.0%) in participants with the MetS (p<0.001),
the prevalence increasing with advancing age. A similar trend was observed with concentric and eccentric hypertrophy (p<0.0001). There was
a significant association (p<0.0001) between increasing number of MetS
components when correlated with LVMI (Figure 1) and RWT (Figure 2).
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Table 1: Clinical and Echocardiographic Profile of all Participants.
All (906)

Men (224)

Women
(682)

p*

15-24
(n=111)

25-34
(n=101)

35-44
(n=208)

45-54
(n=266)

55-64
(n=220)

p-trend

BMI (kg/m2)

27.4±6.5

24.2±5.4

28.5±6.5

<0.001

22.3±5.8

27.9±7.5

27.8±6.4

28.6±5.6

28.1±6.2

<0.001

Waist (cm)

92.8±15.4

88.0±14.6

94.4±15.4

<0.001

78.8±13.5

91.6±16.6

93.4±14.5

96.3±14.7

65.7±13.6

<0.001

Hypertension

281(31.0%)

71(31.7%)

210(30.8%)

0.802

4(3.6%)

24(23.8%)

68(32.7%)

103(38.7%)

82(37.2%)

<0.001

Diabetes

289(31.9%)

55(24.6%)

234(34.3%)

0.007

6(5.4%)

15(14.9%)

56(26.9%)

102(38.3%)

110(50.0%)

<0.001

Mean systolic

132.8±23.7

132.3±19.5

132.8±24.9

0.77

116.5±12.1

123.7±16.9

130.7±30.8

137.2±20.9

141.3±20.5

<0.001

Mean diastolic

80.9±12.3

80.3±13.1

81.1±12.2

0.332

70.8±10.2

78.6±11.7

82.3±12.4

83.7±12.0

82.7±11.4

<0.001

FPG

6.4±3.0

6.2±2.6

6.5±3.1

0.115

5.1±2.2

5.4±2.1

6.2±2.8

7.0±3.5

7.1±2.8

<0.001

Se TC

5.5±1.2

5.4±1.2

5.5±1.2

0.19

4.5±1.0

5.0±0.9

5.4±1.1

5.8±1.1

5.8±1.1

<0.001

SeTriglycerides

1.8±2.7

1.8±1.2

1.8±3.1

0.91

1.1±0.9

1.5±0.8

1.6±0.9

2.2±4.8

2.0±1.3

<0.001

Se LDL

3.4±1.0

3.4±1.1

3.4±0.9

0.97

2.7±0.9

3.1±0.9

3.4±1.1

3.6±1.0

3.4±0.9

<0.001

Se HDL

1.3±0.5

1.2±0.3

1.4±0.5

<0.001

1.4±0.4

1.3±0.3

1.3±0.6

1.3±0.5

1.3±0.3

<0.001

LV Edd (mm)

46±5.0

48.0±5.0

46.0±5.0

<0.001

46.0±5.0

47.0±5.0

46.0±5.0

470.±6.0

46.0±6.0

0.69

LV Esd (mm)

28±6

30±7

27±5

<0.001

28±4

28±4

27±5

28±6

28±8

0.556

EF (%)

69.9±9.0

68.0±9.0

70.0±9.0

<0.001

69.0±8.0

69.0±7.0

70.0±7.0

69.0±10.0

69.0±10.0

0.36

LAVI

1.3±0.3

1.4±0.3

1.3±0.3

<0.001

1.5±0.4

1.3±0.3

1.3±0.3

1.3±0.3

1.3±0.4

<0.001

Septum (mm)

7.0±2.0

7.0±2.0

7.0±2.0

0.18

6.0±1.0

6.0±2.0

7.0±2.0

7.0±2.0

8.0±2.0

<0.001

Posterior wall
(mm)

6.0±2.0

7.0±2.0

6.0±2.0

0.020

6.0±1.0

6.0±1.0

6.0.±2.0

7.0±2.0

7.0±2.0

<0.001

RWT %

0.3±0.09

0.28±0.09

0.28±0.09

0.914

0.25±0.06

0.27±0.06

0.28±0.08

0.29±0.09

0.3±0.1

<0.001

123.0±50.0

139±56.0

118.0±47.0

<0.001

103±33

114±41

118±48.0

128±50

138±57

<0.001

LV mass (g)
LVMI (g/m )

34.4±12.3

33.3±13.1

35.8±14.5

<0.001

27.7±7.4

31.1±10.7

32.9±12.3

37.7±14.8

39.9±16.5

<0.001

Normal
geometry

733(80.8%)

193(84.8%)

540(79.2%)

0.064

108(97.3%)

92(91.1%)

178(86.1%)

198(74.8%)

154(70.5%)

<0.001

2.7

LVH

173 (19.1%)

31(13.8%)

142(20.8%)

0.038

3(2.7%)

9(8.9%)

29(13.9%)

67(25.2%)

65(29.5%)

<0.001

Eccentric LVH

144(15.9%)

25(11.1%)

119(17.4%)

0.042

3(2.7%)

8(8.5%)

22(10.5%)

58(21.8%)

53(24.1%)

<0.001

Concentric
LVH

29(3.2%)

6(2.7%)

23(3.4%)

0.092

0(0.0%)

1(1.0%)

7(3.3%)

9(3.4%)

12(5.5%)

<0.001

C
remodelling**

5(0.56%)

2(0.89%)

3(0.44%)

0.784

0(0.0%)

1(1%)

3(1.4%)

1(0.38%)

1(0.45%)

0.586

** C remodelling = concentric remodelling. *significance between men and women, FPG: fasting plasma glucose; TC: total cholesterol, LAVI: left atrial volume index;
RWT: relative wall thickness, LVMI: LV mass index; IVRT: isovolumic relaxation time.

Logistic regression models for concentric and eccentric hypertrophy
(Table 3) constructed with the MetS as the only independent variable, strongly predicted the presence of both concentric (OR = 4.36 CI
1.84,10.3 p<0.0001) and eccentric (OR = 3.15 CI 2.15, 4.62; p=0.001) hypertrophy when compared to normal LV geometry. In a model with all
MetS component risk factors, adjusted for each other, there were no significant predictors of concentric hypertrophy. In contrast, independent
predictors for the eccentric hypertrophy were the waist circumference
(p=0.002; OR= 2.95 CI 1.49, 5.84), fasting glucose (p= 0.021; OR= 1.7
CI 1.1, 2.7) and the blood pressure (p=0.005; OR= 1.78 CI 1.19; 2.71),
negating the predictive power of the MetS as an entity when included in
this model. There was no significant difference in the AUC of individual
components of the Mets when compared to a model including the MetS
parameter (C-statistic = 0.71 for eccentric and 0.63 for concentric hypertrophy).
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Figure 1: The Relationship between MetS Risk Factor Clustering and LVMI.
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Table 2: Comparison of Clinical and Echocardiography Parameters in
Participants with and without the MetS.
Parameters

No MetS
(n=477)

MetS (n=429)

Males

138(61.6%)

86(38.4%)

<0.001

Females

340(49.8%)

342(50.2%)

0.792

Mean age

39±14

49±9

<0.001

15-24

104(93.8)

7(6.2)

<0.001

25-34

73(72.8)

28(27.2)

<0.001

35-44

122(58.3)

86(41.7)

<0.001

45-54

101(37.3)

165(62.7)

<0.001

55-64

78(35.8)

142(64.2)

<0.001

p

Table 3: Odds Ratios (95%CI) Derived from Stepwise Backward Logistic
Regression of the Metabolic Syndrome Versus the MetS Components
Across Normal and Abnormal Ventricular Geometry.
Concentric Hypertrophy

BMI (kg/m2)

25.1±6.4

29.9±5.6

0.004

Waist (cm)

86.7±16.1

99.6±11.2

<0.001

Mean systolic
(mmHg)

123.4±17.1

142.7±25.6

<0.001

Mean diastolic
(mmHg)

76.4±11.1

85.9±11.8

<0.001

Fasting plasma
glucose

5.3±1.9

7.7±3.9

<0.001

Se TC

5.2±1.1

5.8±1.1

0.845

Se Trig

1.2±0.6

2.4±3.8

<0.001

Se LDL

3.2±1.0

3.6±1.0

0.692

Se HDL

1.4±0.4

1.2±0.5

0.024

LVEdd (mm)

46±5

47±5

0.001

LVEsd (mm)

27±6

28±6

0.119

Eccentric
Hypertrophy

OR (95%CI)

p

OR (95%
CI)

p

4.36 (1.84;
10.3)

<0.0001

3.15 (2.15,
4.62)

0.001

1.006(0.29;
3.48)

0.993

2.95(1.49;
5.84)

0.002

1.2(0.49; 3.0)

0.671

1.7(1.1;
2.7)

0.021

Triglyceride: ≥ 1.7
mmol/L

0.61(0.25;
1.48)

0.275

1.3(0.82;
2.06)

0.26

Blood pressure: ≥130
and/ ≥85 mmHg

1.87(0.81;
4.3)

0.145

1.78(1.19;
2.71)

0.005

HDL cholesterol
Men:<1.03 mmol/L
Women: <1.29
mmol/L

0.99(0.42; 2.3)

0.98

0.89(0.59;
1.35)

0.58

MetS

3.75(0.91;
15.5)

0.067

1.35(0.7;
2.6)

0.37

Model 1: MetS only*
Model 2: MetS + MetS
components
Waist circumference
Men: ≥ 90cm
Women: ≥ 80cm
Fasting glucose
: ≥ 6.1 mmol/L

Echocardiography

C-statistic (standard error)

LAVI

1.24±0.3

1.38±0.35

<0.0001

Septum thickness
(mm)

7±2

8±2

<0.0001

Posterior wall
(mm)

6±2

7±2

<0.0001

RWT (%)

0.26±0.07

0.3±0.09

<0.0001

LV mass (g)

109±40

140±54

<0.0001

LVMI (g/m2.7)

30.8±11.7

40.1±15.1

<0.0001

IVRT (msec)

98±23

96±23

0.268

EF (%)

70±8

69±9

0.474

Em

1.37±0.49

1.08±0.46

<0.0001

Am

0.64±0.51

0.78±0.68

<0.0001

Ea

0.25±0.1

0.24±0.12

0.074

Em/Ea

5.97±2.38

5.4±3.13

0.003

Model with individual
MetS components

AUC = 0.716 (SE 0.043)

AUC =0.675 (SE
0.022)

Model with MetS
parameter plus all
MetS components

AUC =0.692 (SE 0.048)

AUC =0.691(SE
0.025)

Comparison of
C-statistics (p-value)

0.71

0.63

LV geometry
Normal

426(47.01%)

307(33.9%)

<0.0001

Concentric
hypertrophy

7(0.77%)

22(2.4%)

<0.0001

Eccentric
hypertrophy

44(4.9)

100(11.03%)

<0.0001

Concentric
remodelling

3(0.33%)

2(0.22%)

0.109
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Figure 2: Relationship between increasing number of MetS risk factors
and mean relative wall thickness.
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DISCUSSION
In this study we report the effects of the MetS on LV geometry in a cohort of SA Indians and show that subjects with the MetS have increased
septal and posterior wall thickness, RWT, LV mass and LVMI. Although
we found that the MetS was a strong predictor for both concentric and
eccentric hypertrophy on univariate analysis; this effect was abolished on
multivariate analysis. When the MetS parameter was included with its
individual components in a multivariate logistic regression model, after
adjusting for all the components, only the waist circumference, fasting
glucose and the blood pressure emerged as independent predictors of
eccentric LVH.
Although a third of our subjects had diabetes and/or hypertension, concentric hypertrophy was not the dominant adaptive response of the left
ventricle.23 Instead, waist measurement emerged as the strongest predictor of hypertrophy and was associated with a threefold increase in eccentric LVH. This was followed by elevated blood glucose and elevated
blood pressure which also significantly predicted hypertrophy albeit to
a lesser extent. These findings confirm that obesity is a major driver of
hypertrophy in Asian Indians, in keeping with previous reports emphasising the role of obesity in ventricular remodelling in subjects with the
MetS.24,25
We attribute the higher prevalence of eccentric rather than concentric
hypertrophy to the high mean BMI with increased waist measurement
in our subjects. Our findings of increased LV dimensions in the MetS are
in keeping with other studies9,24 which have reported increased chamber
dimensions and wall thickness in Asian Indians with the MetS.
The finding of eccentric hypertrophy has also been reported by Grandi et
al.26 and more recently, by Ratto et al.27 who reported LV dilation in subjects with hypertension and the MetS. In a study similar to ours, Guerra
et al.25 reported that obesity accounted for the development of increased
LV mass in hypertensive subjects with the MetS. It is thought that excess adipose tissue coupled with increased artery stiffness contribute
to increase in afterload leading to eccentric hypertrophy.28 The haemodynamic mechanisms underlying the development of eccentric obesity
in the MetS have been explained in several studies. Recently Seferovic
et al.29 emphasised the role of central obesity as a strong contributor to
cardiac hypertrophy and remodelling.30,31 The mild volume-overloaded
state that characterises obesity32 result in increased preload and stroke
volume which leads to cardiac remodelling over a prolonged period.33
Similarly, the link between increased blood glucose and increased LV
mass is well established.1,34 The deposition of advanced-glycated endproducts within the interstitium and elevated serum aldosterone levels
contribute to hyperglycemia-induced LV remodelling through metabolic pathways that lead to myocyte growth and changes in the extracellular matrix that result in increased myocardial stiffness. This in turn
activate cytokines and angiotensin II that lead to further myocardial fibrosis and increase in LV mass.35 An important aspect of our study was
the association between an increase in the number of MetS components
and higher LVM and RWT. Although an association between increased
LV mass and the diagnosis of the MetS has been previously described,9,36
we have shown that this effect falls away when adjusted for other risk
factors. The MetS phenotype is thought to produce abnormal loading
conditions which increase the LV mass and this is probably mediated
through its component risk factors. This could explain why a diminished
LV function may also be evident in normal-weight individuals with the
MetS.37Almost a third of our subjects had hypertension and diabetes,
both of which act in concert to affect ventricular remodelling. In addition to the effects of hyperglycaemia described above, patients with
hyperglycaemia frequently have coexisting hypertension and together
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influence LV remodelling leasing to an increase in LV mass.38 Several
mechanisms related to blood pressure have been proposed to explain the
relationship between LV remodelling and MetS. Blood pressure is determined by the mechanical stress of pressure overload and by various
neurohormonal substances which together determine the hemodynamic
workload for the left ventricle.39 Hypertension increases septal and posterior wall thickness leading to an increase in LV mass measurements.26
In conclusion, our study has shown that the MetS in a cohort of South
African Indians is not associated with any additional risk for LV remodelling above and beyond that conferred by its individual risk factor
components. These findings are supported by those of Patel et al. and
McNell et al.24,40 Although the MetS was characterised by changes in LV
geometry and LV mass, the main determinants of LV remodelling in this
population appear to be mediated by the effects of the increased waist
circumference, increased blood glucose and blood pressure. The findings
of our study support the call for aggressive lifestyle modification in this
community to prevent obesity with its accompanying changes in glycaemic levels and blood pressure to delay the development of the MetS and
its associated risk for heart failure41 and LV remodelling.

STRENGTHS AND LIMITATIONS
Some limitations must be considered: participants on treatment for hypertension and diabetes were not excluded from the analysis and this
could have introduced some element of confounding, as these drugs are
known to affect cardiac remodeling. A very small number of participants
in our study exhibited concentric remodelling, which is thought to be a
reflection of the adaptive process related to the pathophysiology of glucose and insulin metabolism.
Despite these caveats, our study has some strengths, among them being the characteristics of the cohort studied: the community participants
studied are a fairly homogenous group living in one cadastral district
in South Africa, although some may argue they were from varying religious sects. In addition, the analysis in this study used routinely measured echocardiography techniques and clinical measurements, thereby
increasing the application of the findings of the study to general clinical
practice. Another strength that we sought to separate the effects of obesity on LV dimensions and mass by indexing the LV mass to height 2.7.9
The link between the MetS and obesity25 is especially relevant to consider
in our study of SA Indians, since their smaller body size and body habitus would influence LV dimensions and mass, since when using Asian
ethnic-specific cut points (23kg/m2),42 since most of these participants
were classified as overweight.
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SUMMARY
The detection of preclinical changes in Left Ventricular (LV) structure
in the Metabolic Syndrome (MetS) has not been adequately studied, although MetS is strongly associated with increased cardiovascular risk.
The influence of the MetS and its individual components on LV geometry across age groups in a cohort of SA Indians was studied.
The study found that MetS as the only independent variable strongly predicted the presence of both concentric and eccentric hypertrophy. When
all MetS component risk factors were adjusted for each other, independent predictors for the eccentric hypertrophy were the waist circumference, fasting glucose and Blood Pressure (BP). The MetS is not associated
with any additional risk for LV remodelling beyond its individual risk
factor components. The main determinants of LV remodelling appear
to be mediated by the effects of the increased waist circumference, increased blood glucose and BP.
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